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BUSINESS VALUE PRIORITIZATION
Though every team member will think the backlog should
be prioritized diﬀerently, a mature Scrum team knows
they must sacriﬁce some personal bias to prioritize items
with the most business value. To help them do this, the
Product Owner is responsible for separating the important incoming requests from the less important, and prioritizing accordingly. If your Product Owner has eﬀective
prioritization skills, the business value that’s delivered

should be in-line with the most important items in your
strategic portfolio. On the other hand, if the stakeholders
are regularly left wondering why a certain set of features
were worked on and delivered, there is probably a prioritization issue. Measure this by asking team members to
informally score, between one and ﬁve, the question, “How
often does the product owner deliver a fully-prioritized
backlog that satisﬁes your stakeholders?”
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Backlog delivery score:

VELOCITY VARIANCE
Velocity measures how quickly your team accomplishes
work that’s assigned during a given time period (usually a
sprint or release). Over time, teams get better at performing and the velocity increases, then normalizes toward a
consistent rate. Due to this trend, one way to measure the

maturity of your team is to measure the variation in velocity from one sprint to the next. On a sprint-by-sprint basis,
compare your velocities against a 20% variance. Score the
results between one and ﬁve using the following example
as a guide:

BURNDOWN CHART WITH VELOCITY SLOPE

Sprint Velocity = Work ÷ Time
Work
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Velocity variance score:

AUTOMATED UNIT TEST COVERAGE
Fortunately, neither tactic is reserved for the elite, and it’s
very easy to measure how much unit testing is already
being done. Most unit testing frameworks have a way to
measure the amount of code that “touches” a test, so you
can rate your unit test code coverage from one to ﬁve, by
using the following percentage meter after each sprint:

Why spend money to hire software testers, when you
could have software that tests itself? Though it sounds too
good to be true, the most high-performing software teams
don’t separate QA and development - they simply have
“engineers.” This system is possible for two reasons:
1. High-performing team members own the quality of their
own software.
2. Automated unit testing allows engineers to easily test
software at the time it’s built, rather than “throwing it over
the wall” to a separate group.
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Code coverage score:

SOFTWARE DELIVERY
The ultimate metric for a successful Scrum adoption is the
consistent, predictable delivery of working software. Analyze the end-result of ﬁve sprints, then score the team’s
delivery on the following chart between one and ﬁve:

WORKING SOFTWARE CHART:
Sprint 5

= not working software

Sprint 4

= working software
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Working software score:
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND HAPPINESS
Employee performance is directly related to employee
engagement and happiness because these factors aﬀect
the attitudes and focus it takes to be self-motivated. To
determine how your team is feeling about the Scrum pro-

cess, you will want to use a survey or game to ask simple,
straightforward questions at each sprint retrospective.
Have your team self-evaluate their happiness with the
Scrum process on a scale of one to ﬁve:

HAPPINESS SCALE:
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Average of all team member scores:

HOW SUCCESSFUL IS YOUR SCRUM ADOPTION?
Now that you have scored your team against these six key
Scrum metrics, you need to assess which areas performed
high and low. From there, you can build your backlog of
organizational improvements and monitor those items in
every release to ensure your team is heading in the right
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direction. In the following tally, ﬁll in the corresponding
circle for each metric and write the scores in the boxes to
the right. Then, add the numbers to determine your overall Scrum Success Score!
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SCRUM SUCCESS SCORE*
If you scored between 19 to 24: Your Scrum-ness is strong, but there
is more to learn.

If you scored between 13 to 18: While the process may not be going
as smooth as you’d like, you have stepped into the Scrum zone.

If you scored between 25 to 30: Congratulations, you’re a model of
Scrum awesomeness- You have become the Scrum!

WE HOPE THIS GUIDE HELPS YOU BECOME A MORE AWESOME COMPANY - GOOD LUCK!
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* If you scored between 6 to 12: The process isn’t going so well,
Grasshopper. You must embrace the Scrum within.
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